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Abstract. The training process of deep neural networks (DNNs) is usually pipelined with stages for data preparation on CPUs followed by
gradient computation on accelerators like GPUs. In an ideal pipeline,
the end-to-end training throughput is eventually limited by the throughput of the accelerator, not by that of data preparation. In the past,
the DNN training pipeline achieved a near-optimal throughput by utilizing datasets encoded with a lightweight, lossy image format like JPEG.
However, as high-resolution, losslessly-encoded datasets become more
popular for applications requiring high accuracy, a performance problem
arises in the data preparation stage due to low-throughput image decoding on the CPU. Thus, we propose L3, a custom lightweight, lossless
image format for high-resolution, high-throughput DNN training. The
decoding process of L3 is effectively parallelized on the accelerator, thus
minimizing CPU intervention for data preparation during DNN training. L3 achieves a 9.29× higher data preparation throughput than PNG,
the most popular lossless image format, for the Cityscapes dataset on
NVIDIA A100 GPU, which leads to 1.71× higher end-to-end training
throughput. Compared to JPEG and WebP, two popular lossy image
formats, L3 provides up to 1.77× and 2.87× higher end-to-end training
throughput for ImageNet, respectively, at equivalent metric performance.
Keywords: DNN training, Data preparation, Image processing
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Introduction

The recent development of deep neural networks (DNNs) has been incited by
the large-scale, publicly accessible datasets such as ImageNet [10], CIFAR [19],
and SVHN [30]. These datasets are conventionally encoded using a lossy encoding format (e.g., JPEG). However, for emerging application domains requiring
high accuracies, such as autonomous driving [6, 13, 26, 58], image generation and
restoration [22, 23, 52, 53], denoising [45, 55], and medical diagnosis [15, 44, 57],
the use of lossy image format can potentially result in accuracy loss. Thus, the
demands for losslessly encoded datasets continue to increase for more accurate
pixel-wise segmentation and object representations.
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Today’s end-to-end DNN training pipeline is composed of the data preparation stage on the CPU, followed by the gradient computation stage on the
accelerator (e.g., GPU, TPU). Since the next mini-batch data preparation stage
overlaps with the current batch’s gradient computation stage, the longest stage
limits end-to-end training throughput. In the traditional setting of DNN training pipeline employing lossy-encoded datasets, the gradient computation stage
is the primary bottleneck. Thus, most of the research has been conducted to improve the model training throughput on the accelerator by reducing inter-node
communication overhead [16, 29, 41], optimizing GPU memory [25, 46, 50], and
compiler optimization for DNN operators [5, 24].
However, data preparation has recently become the critical performance bottleneck, especially for datasets with high-resolution, lossless images, which require a complex decoding process. According to a recent study [38], the throughput ratio of the gradient computation to the data preparation can be as high as
54.9× even with well-optimized data preparation. Balancing the pipeline stages,
in this case, would require 50× more CPU cores. There are several recent proposals to address stalls in the data preparation, such as NVIDIA’s Data Loading
Library (DALI) [33] and TrainBox [38]. However, they only target lossy-encoded
datasets with custom hardware support using a dedicated hardware JPEG decoder on NVIDIA A100 GPU [31] and an FPGA accelerator [38].
Thus, we propose L3, a new lightweight, lossless image format, whose decoding can be fully accelerated on data-parallel architectures such as GPUs. L3
eliminates the data preparation stalls by replacing the complex decoding algorithm running on the CPU to achieve the end-to-end training throughput close
to the ideal pipeline with zero overhead for data preparation. For standalone execution L3 on NVIDIA A100 GPU delivers a 9.29× higher decoding throughput
for the Full HD (1920×1080) Cityscapes dataset than the lossless PNG format
on Intel Xeon CPU while maintaining at most 9% loss in the compression ratio.
Furthermore, L3 achieves a 1.25× (1.77×) and 1.93× (2.87×) higher geomean
(maximum) training throughput than JPEG and lossy WebP, respectively, for
seven state-of-the-art object detection and semantic segmentation models at
equivalent metric performance.
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Related Work

Optimized Data Preparation. There exist several recent proposals on improving the data preparation performance for DNN training. DIESEL [51] splits
files into two parts—in-memory metadata and on-disk objects, to fully utilize
the I/O bandwidth by reducing redundant metadata accesses. CoorDL [27] uses
host memory as a cache for the storage and utilizes a new caching policy named
MinIO, which does not replace the once-cached dataset elements. tf.data [28] proposes an optimized input data pipeline for TensorFlow with optimized parallel
I/O, caching, and automatic resource (e.g., CPU, I/O) management to minimize
the data preparation latency. These proposals reduce the latency of Load but do
not address the Decode which can be the main bottleneck, especially when the
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input images employ lossless encoding. In contrast, L3 presents a new lossless,
accelerator-friendly image format to provide superior Decode throughput, hence
effectively eliminating the bottleneck in the Decode stage.
Optimized Lossless Image Decoding. Many proposals attempt to improve
the decoding throughput of the lossless image format, such as Huffman decoding [47, 54, 56], bzip2 [39], and LZSS [36] by utilizing GPUs or specialized
hardware. However, there are trade-offs between decoding throughput and compression ratio. So, achieving both high decoding throughput and high compression ratio simultaneously is challenging. Instead, Gompresso [48] utilizes a
slightly modified LZ77 algorithm and partition-based Huffman coding to improve
the compression/decompression throughput on GPUs. Similarly, Adaptive LossLess (ALL) data compression [12] exploits run-length and adaptive dictionarybased coding for GPUs, as well as a partition-based compression/decompression
scheme to improve throughput. However, both research target general-purpose
applications; hence, they are sub-optimal for DNN training. Instead, L3 is a more
specialized format for DNN training to achieve high throughput while maintaining a competitive compression ratio.
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3.1

Background and Motivation
DNN Training Pipeline

The DNN training operates as a three-stage pipeline: (1) Load image, (2) Decode
image, and (3) Compute gradients. For each iteration, a single batch of images are
loaded from a storage device to the host main memory (Load), and then those
images are decoded with CPU and/or GPU [34, 35] (Decode). These decoded
images are transferred to the GPU device, and then a gradient computing iteration is performed (Compute). In most DNN frameworks such as PyTorch [43],
TensorFlow [1], and MXNet [4], these three steps execute in a pipelined manner.
Since those three stages are pipelined, the overall training throughput is
determined by the stage that takes the longest time among Load, Decode, and
Compute. Ideally, the Load and Decode time should be shorter than Compute
time so that the time spent on Load and Decode is completely hidden, as shown
in Figure 1(a). However, as shown in Figure 1(b), either Decode or Load stage
may take longer to bottleneck the pipeline. Such cases are likely to happen when
high-resolution images are decoded on CPU.
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Fig. 2. Load and Decode execution time normalized to the Compute time (in the dotted
line) for three representative models in Table 2 and six image formats.

3.2

Data Preparation Bottleneck

Profiling Data Preparation Bottleneck. Figure 2 compares the Load and
Decode time with the Compute time for two segmentation models (PointRend [18],
DeepLabv3+ [3]) and one detection model (YOLOv5 [49]). The models run on
a platform with Intel Xeon Platinum 8275CL CPU, NVIDIA A100 GPU with
40GB HBM2 DRAM, and 1TB NVMe SSD. The datasets and mini-batch size
used for each model are described in Section 5.1. The graph shows that the
Load and Decode time varies greatly across input image formats, even for the
same model. For example, the PNG, JP2, and lossless WebP spend more time
on Decode than Compute; this implies that the DNN training pipeline is bottlenecked by Decode. On the other hand, the BMP has a longer Load time
than Compute time, indicating that the pipeline is bottlenecked by Load. This is
because the uncompressed BMP data tends to be much larger than other compressed image formats. Among those measured, the JPEG is the only one that
is not bottlenecked in data preparation (i.e., Load and Decode). However, JPEG
is a lossy image format that loses some information in the original data.
Decoding Bottleneck for Lossless Image Formats. JPEG format requires
much less time to decode as it utilizes GPU to perform most of the decoding
process. Since modern high-end GPUs have substantially higher computation
power than CPUs, this greatly helps to prevent Decode from being a bottleneck. However, much less attention has been paid to accelerating lossless image
formats. NVIDIA proposes the use of LZ4-based format with its library to accelerate the decoding of LZ4-compressed images using GPU [32]; however, as shown
in Figure 2, its decoding speed is much slower than that of JPEG. Also, it is
much more challenging to accelerate Decode of other lossless image formats. For
example, it is well-known that PNG decoding, especially a process of decoding
data compressed with dynamic Huffman coding, is difficult to parallelize and
thus not well suited for GPU implementation [12, 48, 56].
3.3

Comparison of Lossless and Lossy Image Formats

Image formats can be lossy or lossless. A lossless image format (e.g., PNG, BMP,
JPEG2000, lossless WebP) keeps all information in the raw image. In contrast,
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Table 1. Test set accuracy and its standard deviation for seven object detection and
semantic segmentation models on PNG (Lossless), JPEG (Lossy), and WebP (Lossy)
encoded datasets
Lossless
Lossy
PNG (Stdev.) JPEG (Stdev.) WebP (Stdev.)
DDRNet23-slim (mIoU) 0.729 (0.001)
0.693 (0.003)
0.689 (0.001)
DeepLabv3+ (mIoU)
0.801 (0.004)
0.801 (0.007)
0.808 (0.009)
MaskFormer (mIoU)
0.685 (0.008)
0.669 (0.004)
0.651 (0.007)
PointRend (mIoU)
0.725 (0.001)
0.711 (0.003)
0.712 (0.002)
EgoNet (PCK@0.1)
0.323 (0.005)
0.300 (0.002)
0.305 (0.002)
PointPillar (mAP)
0.611 (0.006)
0.593 (0.004)
0.582 (0.009)
YOLOv5 (mAP@50)
0.633 (0.004)
0.605 (0.003)
0.614 (0.007)
Model

lossy image formats (e.g., JPEG, lossy WebP) often require less storage space but
lose some information in the raw image. In the context of DNNs, high-resolution,
lossless image formats are commonly utilized for domains where model accuracy is critical such as autonomous driving [6, 13, 26, 58], image generation and
restoration [22, 23, 52, 53], denoising [45, 55], and medical diagnosis [15, 44, 57].
Table 1 shows the impact of lossy image format on the test set accuracy and its
standard deviation of seven object detection and semantic segmentation models, which are often deployed for autonomous driving. We use the default JPEG
and lossy WebP quality factor of the Python Pillow package, which is 75. The
reported accuracy number is an average of three training runs, and we observe
negligible variations in the accuracy. Other than the image format, we use the
same hyperparameters taken from the original publication without tuning for
both lossless and lossy image formats. The use of the JPEG and lossy WebP
results in degradation of the test set accuracy in all models except DeepLabv3+,
compared to a case where the lossless PNG format is used for encoding.

4
4.1

L3 Design
Design Goal

L3 is a new image format specialized for a specific use case (i.e., ML/DL training)
with a lightweight, lossless encoding/decoding algorithm. Our design goal is to
eliminate the data preparation bottleneck by (i) maximizing decoding throughput by leveraging the GPU while (ii) providing a good-enough compression ratio
not to introduce a new bottleneck in the Load stage. The conventional lossless
image formats feature different tradeoffs. If the compression ratio is most important, WebP would be the best option. If compatibility is most important,
PNG would be the one. Instead, we carefully design L3 to efficiently accelerate
its decoding process on the GPU, unlike existing lossless image formats that are
not suitable for GPU acceleration due to their limited parallelism. With L3, the
training system can eliminate the CPU bottleneck to improve the DNN training
throughput for datasets with lossless, high-resolution images.
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4.2

Encoding/Decoding Algorithm

Encoding and decoding for L3 is a two-stage process: Paeth filtering followed by
the row-wise base-delta encoding/decoding. Essentially, L3 utilizes a customized
Paeth filter to significantly reduce the number of bits required to represent a
pixel, exploiting the spatial redundancy (i.e., nearby pixels have similar values).
After Paeth filtering, L3 performs base-delta encoding/decoding to reduce further the number of bits representing each pixel and uses a packed representation
to store the image in a compressed format. The compressed image can be decoded by performing the reverse operation of each stage. In what follows, we
describe each stage in greater detail.
Custom Paeth Filter. The Paeth filter [37], best known for its usage in PNG
encoding, is a popular method to reduce the range of values for each pixel. The
original Paeth filter encodes each pixel based on three neighboring pixels (left,
top, top-left). However, this selection creates both row-wise dependency along
the row dimension (left) as well as column-wise dependency (top) along the
column dimension, thus making it challenging to exploit fine-grained (i.e., pixellevel) parallelism. Therefore, L3 customizes the Paeth filter to make it more
amenable to parallel execution by inspecting a different set of neighboring pixels
(top-left, top, top-right), thus eliminating column-wise data dependency.
Figure 3 shows the encoding/decoding process of the custom Paeth filter
in L3. In the rest of this paper, we refer to this as the Paeth filter for brevity.
First, the Paeth filter calculates the reference value using those three neighboring
pixels as follows: T op Lef t + T op Right − T op (Step 1 ). Then, among the three
neighboring pixels, the filter selects the one whose value is the closest to the
reference value (Step 2 ). Finally, the difference between the original pixel value
(i.e., 74 in the example) and the selected neighboring pixel value (i.e., 65 in the
example) is stored. As an exception, the first row does not have a preceding row,
so this row’s filter operation is skipped.
The decoding process is similar to the encoding process. Since the first row is
stored in a raw data format, we can start decoding from the second row towards
the bottom row. The reference value can be computed by inspecting the three
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neighboring pixels in the preceding row to identify the pixel whose value is the
closest to the reference. Then we add the stored residual (i.e., 9 in the example)
to the pixel value (i.e., 65 in the example) to recover the original pixel value.
Base-Delta Encoding/Decoding. The outcome of the custom Paeth filter
has a reduced value range. L3 applies the base-delta encoding [11, 40] to each
row to reduce the number of bits representing each pixel. Figure 4 illustrates this
base-delta encoding and decoding process. Encoding is a four-step process. First,
each row’s minimum and maximum values are found (Step 1 ). The minimum
value is selected as the base value of each row. Also, the minimum number of bits
required to cover all delta values is computed (Step 2 ). Then, the deltas from
the base value for all elements are calculated (Step 3 ). Finally, a compressed
bitstream is generated by representing each delta using the minimum number of
bits (Step 4 ). Specifically, the first four bits represent the number of bits per
delta for each row, and the following eight bits the base value. Then, the deltas
of the row, each represented using the minimum number of bits, are appended.
All the rows are concatenated to generate the final encoded stream, as shown at
the bottom of Figure 4.
The decoding process is quite simple. From the compressed stream, the decoder first reads the four bits as well as the following eight bits to identify the
number of bits per entry and the base value for the row (Step 1 ). From this
point, the decoder extracts the delta one by one and adds the base value to
reconstruct the original value (Step 2 ). Once the first row is completed, the
same process is repeated for the rest of the rows.
4.3

L3 File Format

The L3 encoding/decoding algorithm can work with any large-sized image. In
practice, to maximize the parallelism and improve the decoding throughput in
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GPUs, L3 divides a large image into multiple square patches of size N × N ,
where N is the user-specified parameter. We empirically set N =32 for images
whose resolution is below 1080×720 (HD), N =64 for images whose resolution is
between 1080×720 (HD) and 1920×1080 (FHD), and N =128 for images whose
resolution is between 1920×1080 (FHD) and 3840×2160 (UHD). Once N is set,
the image is first separated into three channels (R, G, and B). Then, the image is
divided into square-sized patches for each channel, and the encoding algorithm
is applied to each patch. The encoded patch is concatenated, and the offset for
each patch is recorded and stored in a separate array.
Figure 5 shows the L3 file format. The file consists of the header and the
data sections. The header section contains a 4-byte file type signature (also
called magic bytes), 4-byte image width, 4-byte image height, 1-byte patch size,
and three patch offset arrays corresponding to the three color channels. The data
section contains encoded patch data for patches.
4.4

Optimizing L3 Decoder on GPU

Patch-level Parallelism. Figure 6(a) illustrates patch-level parallelism in L3.
Without parallelism, a single thread block, a unit of scheduling for GPU devices,
decodes the entire image over multiple iterations, underutilizing GPU resources.
Instead, the L3 decoder first reads the header of each image and then splits it
into multiple patches based on the header. Then, the task of decoding a single
patch is assigned to a distinct thread block. This enables the GPU to process
multiple patches in parallel to exploit the massive parallelism of GPU devices.
Row-wise Parallel Paeth Filter. Even within a single patch, it is necessary
for GPU devices to exploit fine-grained parallelism to maximize performance.
For the Paeth filter, we implement the decoder to process a set of pixels within
a single row in parallel. Figure 6(b) presents the row-wise parallel processing of
the Paeth filter. Because of both row-wise and column-wise data dependencies
between three neighbor pixels (Section 4.2), the original Paeth filter should decode the pixels in a single patch sequentially from top-left to bottom-right. Our
use of the custom Paeth filter makes parallelization easier as it inspects three top
pixels in the preceding row for decoding, instead of the one left pixel and two top
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pixels (i.e., top, top-left) as in the original Paeth filter. Starting from the second
row, pixels within a single row are decoded in parallel (i.e., each CUDA thread
processes a single pixel in a row). Once the decoding for a row is completed, the
decoding for the next row within the same patch begins. This process is repeated
for all rows in the patch.
Pixel-wise Parallel Base-Delta Decoding. Figure 6(c) shows the pixel-level
parallel base-delta decoding in L3. The original execution takes the same order
with the original Paeth filter–it reconstructs pixels from the first pixel to the last
one sequentially in the patch. The L3 decoder assigns a thread for base-delta
decoding each pixel to exploit pixel-level parallelism within a row. Basically,
each thread extracts the delta corresponding to the pixel and then adds the base
value to reconstruct the original value.
Overlapping Decoding and Gradient Computing on GPU. To execute
both computing and decoding concurrently on the GPU, we allocate both processes to separate CUDA streams. We prioritize the computing stream over the
decoding stream to prevent the computing (processing the current batch) from
being interfered with by the decoding (processing the subsequent batch).

5
5.1

Evaluation
Methodology

Experimental Setup. We implement the decoder of L3 by extending NVIDIA
Data Loading Library (DALI) [33] (version 1.6.0) by registering L3 as a new image format. We initiate the training for each model by running DALI-integrated
PyTorch (version 1.9.0) [43]. For experiments, we use p4d.24xlarge AWS EC2
instance with 8×NVIDIA A100 GPUs with 40GB HBM2 DRAM per each, 96
vCPUs on Intel Xeon Platinum 8275CL CPU, and 8×1TB NVMe SSD.
Models and Datasets. We compare L3 with various lossless (PNG, JP2, BMP,
LZ4, lossless WebP) and lossy (JPEG, lossy WebP) image formats and decoding method. Note that WebP support both lossless and lossy compression. For
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Table 2. Detailed descriptions about models, datasets, and mini-batch sizes
Dataset (Resolution)
# of train/val/test

Model (Backbone)

Batch size

DDRNet23-slim
36
Cityscapes (1920×1080) DeepLabv3+ (MobileNetv2)
48
2975/500/1525
MaskFormer (ResNet50)
32
PointRend (SemanticFPN)
40
EgoNet
24
KITTI (1024×720)
PointPillars
48
3519/3462/500
YOLOv5
128
DIV2K (2040×1200)
For compression ratio only
FFHQ (5760×3840)
For compression ratio only
RAISE-1K (4928×3264)
For compression ratio only

PNG, JP2, BMP, WebP, and JPEG, we use the implementation of the NVIDIA
DALI framework [33]. For LZ4 decoding we use NVIDIA nvcomp library [32]. We
use seven object detection and semantic segmentation models (DDR: DDRNet23slim [14], DL: DeepLabv3+ [3], MF: MaskFormer [7], PR: PointRend [18], EN:
EgoNet [21], PP: PointPillars [20], and YOLO: YOLOv5 [49]) and two datasets
(Cityscapes [8] and KITTI [13]) for throughput comparison. For the comparison of compression ratios of the lossless formats, we use three additional highresolution datasets: DIV2K [2], FFHQ [17], and RAISE-1K [9]. Table 2 summarizes the model, dataset, and batch size used for training. The batch size is
chosen to the maximum value for each model without causing an out-of-memory
error. For the hyperparameters not shown in the table, we use the default values
suggested in the papers or open-source implementations.
Quality Factor of Lossy Image Formats. As we discuss in Section 3.3, a
lossy image format may yield a lower metric performance than the lossless image
format at the default configuration. For fair comparison, we tune the quality
factor (Q-factor) of a lossy image format such that it achieves an equivalent
metric performance to the lossless image format. Specifically, we set the Qfactor to be the minimum value while its accuracy falls within 1% of that of the
lossless image format. Table 3 reports the accuracy of L3, JPEG (Lossy), and
WebP (Lossy) with the corresponding quality factors for the latter two. We use
these values of Q-factor to compare the training throughput of JPEG and WebP
(Lossy) with that of L3.
5.2

Compression Ratio

Table 4 reports the compression ratio of the lossless formats, including L3, where
lower is better. For this experiment, we use five image datasets, as well as two additional synthetic images. The random image (Random) selects a random value
for each pixel in the range of 0 through 255. The black image (Black) sets all pixel
values to zero. Except for the black image, the compression ratio of L3 is worse
than PNG and WebP (Lossless), falling within 6-9% of the PNG and 9-30% of
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Table 3. Test set accuracy of L3 (Lossless), JPEG (Lossy), and WebP (Lossy) and its
quality factor
Model L3 acc. JPEG acc. (Q-factor) WebP acc. (Q-factor)
DDR
0.729
0.730 (95)
0.726 (95)
DL
0.801
0.801 (75)
0.808 (75)
MF
0.685
0.686 (90)
0.685 (95)
PR
0.725
0.721 (85)
0.722 (85)
EN
0.323
0.323 (80)
0.324 (80)
PP
0.611
0.613 (85)
0.616 (95)
YOLO 0.633
0.635 (85)
0.635 (85)
Table 4. Data compression ratio (compressed size/decompressed size). Lower is better.

Raw (MB)
PNG
JP2
BMP
LZ4
WebP
L3

Cityscapes
5.93
0.39×
0.38×
1.00×
0.79×
0.29×
0.44×

KITTI
2.24
0.62×
0.57×
1.00×
0.85×
0.55×
0.64×

DIV2K
7.01
0.67×
0.59×
1.00×
0.83×
0.49×
0.76×

FFHQ RAISE1K Random Black
63.28
46.02
5.93
5.93
0.25×
0.57×
1.01×
0.001×
0.28×
0.56×
1.09×
0.005×
1.00×
1.00×
1.00×
1.00×
0.44×
0.69×
1.01×
0.026×
0.15×
0.37×
1.00× 0.000002×
0.33×
0.63×
1.02×
0.13×

the WebP (Lossless) format. However, we reiterate that the design objective of
L3 is not to maximize the compression ratio but to balance the DNN training
pipeline with more balanced resource utilization. In particular, L3 eliminates the
data preparation bottleneck by (i) maximizing decoding throughput while (ii)
providing a good-enough compression to not cause data stalls on the Load stage.
L3’s compression ratio is substantially worse in Black because L3 does not incorporate a recurring patterns compression (e.g., run-length encoding, Huffman
coding). However, we find that containing many trivially repeated patterns is
not common in lossless, high-resolution images.

5.3

Throughput Comparison with Lossless Decoders

Data Preparation Throughput. Figure 7(a) compares the data preparation
throughput (Load+Decode) of L3 and other lossless decoding formats with varying resolutions. We utilize the FHD Cityscapes dataset and its scaled-down/up
versions using the Lanczos filter in Python Pillow package, which provides the
highest quality for image down/upscaling [42]. Compared to PNG, L3 improves
the data preparation throughput by 5.67×, 9.29×, and 15.71× for HD, FHD,
and UHD images, respectively. Furthermore, L3 outperforms WebP (Lossless),
a state-of-the-art lossless image format, by a factor of 2.41×, 3.25×, and 4.51×
for the same datasets. Thus, L3 achieves substantially higher data preparation
throughput than all the other lossless formats, regardless of the resolution.
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Fig. 7. Throughput comparison with lossless-encoded datasets (a) Data preparation
(Load+Decode) throughput (b) Normalized end-to-end training iteration throughput

DNN Training Throughput. Figure 7(b) presents the normalized end-toend training throughput (iterations/sec) of different image formats on various
models. The training throughput is normalized to PNG. Ideal refers to the case
when the data preparation stage is completely hidden by the Compute stage,
thus yielding zero overhead. The choice of the image format has a significant
impact on the training throughput as the data preparation time can potentially
bottleneck the DNN training pipeline.
Overall, L3 achieves the best end-to-end training throughput with a 1.71×
geomean speedup compared to PNG. PNG and JP2 achieve lower throughput
mainly because their complex algorithms running on CPU make them slow. The
training throughput of BMP is limited by the I/O bandwidth (Load). LZ4 decoding utilizes GPUs, but its throughput is much lower than L3, achieving only
1.23× throughput speedup compared to PNG. WebP (Lossless) is the most recently proposed lossless image format, which achieves a 1.32× higher geomean
training throughput than PNG. In contrast, L3 achieves a 1.71× higher throughput than PNG, which outperforms WebP (Lossless) by a significant margin.
5.4

Throughput Comparison with Lossy Decoders

Impact of Q-Factor on Data Preparation Throughput. Figure 8 shows
the trade-off between quality factor and data preparation throughput of JPEG
(Lossy) and WebP (Lossy). We use the scaled-down/up versions of Cityscapes
dataset and convert it to JPEG and WebP format. The black dotted line marks
the data preparation throughput of L3 (Lossless) for a given image resolution.
WebP (Lossy) decoding is done on CPU, whereas JPEG decoding on the dedicated hardware JPEG accelerator on NVIDIA A100 GPU using nvJPEG library.
Even with the lowest quality factor (i.e., highest decoding throughput), WebP
(Lossy) has a lower decoding throughput than L3 for all three image resolutions.
This leads to a substantially lower end-to-end training throughput of WebP
(Lossy) than L3.
In case of JPEG, there is a crossover point of the quality factor, where JPEG
starts to outperform L3 in terms of decoding throughput. As we increase the
image resolution from HD to UHD, L3 observes diminishing returns in throughput gains (in terms of pixels/sec) as the utilization of CUDA cores becomes
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Fig. 8. Data preparation throughput of JPEG (Lossy) and WebP (Lossy)-encoded
Cityscapes datasets on various quality factors. (a) 1080×720 (HD) (b) 1920×1080
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Fig. 9. Normalized training iteration throughput with JPEG (Lossy), WebP (Lossy),
and L3 (Lossless)-encoded dataset

high. JPEG performance scales a bit more gracefully to image resolution than
L3 as the entire decoder runs on a custom JPEG hardware accelerator which is
available only on NVIDIA A100 GPU. However, L3 can provide more robust performance on various data-parallel accelerators without requiring format-specific
hardware support. In contrast, JPEG performance depends highly on the existence of custom hardware and enough CPU cores to sustain high throughput.
DNN Training Throughput. Figure 9 shows the end-to-end training iteration
throughput for JPEG and WebP (Lossy) at equivalent test set accuracy. For
comparable metric performance the quality factor of JPEG and WebP is set to
the value in Table 3). The throughput is normalized to that of JPEG. Overall,
L3 achieves up to 1.77× and 2.87× higher end-to-end training throughput than
JPEG and WebP (Lossy), respectively. The geomean throughput gains are 1.25×
for JPEG and 1.93× for WebP. Decreasing the quality factor may boost training
throughput, but this comes with the cost of degrading the metric performance.
5.5

Ablation Study: Execution Time of L3 Decoder

L3 customizes the Paeth filter to make it more amenable to parallel execution
by inspecting a different set of neighboring pixels (top-left, top, top-right), thus
eliminating column-wise data dependency. Also, L3 unleashes pixel-level parallelism within the base-delta decoding step. Finally, L3 processes the decoding
tasks in parallel with patch-level parallelism to exploit the massive parallelism of
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Fig. 10. Normalized L3 decoder execution time on various image resolution (Baseline:
Seq. original Paeth filter+Seq. base-delta decoding, +Pixel-wise BD: Baseline+pixelwise parallel base-delta decoding, +Custom Paeth: Baseline+row-wise parallel custom Paeth filter, +Pixel-wise BD+Custom Paeth: Pixel-wise parallel base-delta
decoding+Row-wise parallel custom Paeth filter)

GPU devices. The patch-level parallelism reduces the decoding time by 76.8%,
83.9%, and 86.5% for HD, FHD, and UHD resolutions, respectively. We set the
state in which patch-level parallelism is applied as baseline.
Figure 10 shows an ablation study to quantify the benefits of each component. The execution time is normalized by the baseline with sequential base-delta
decoding and the original Paeth filter (Baseline). We use the FHD Cityscapes
dataset and scale up/down the images with the Lanczos filter in Python Pillow
package. The figure shows that pixel-wise parallel base-delta decoding (+Pixelwise BD) and the custom Paeth filter (+Custom Paeth) reduces the decoding time by an average of 10.8% and 46.0%, respectively, over the baseline
for the three image resolutions. With both optimizations applied (+Pixel-wise
BD+Custom Paeth), the overall decoding time is reduced by 49.5%, 56.7%, and
59.1% from the Baseline for HD, FHD, and UHD images, respectively.

6

Conclusion

We propose L3, a new lightweight, lossless image format for high-resolution, highthroughput DNN training. The decoding algorithm of L3 is accelerated on dataparallel architectures such as GPUs. Thus, L3 yields much faster decoding than
the existing lossless image formats whose decoders are mostly running on the
CPU. L3 effectively eliminates data preparation bottlenecks in the DNN training
pipeline. L3 can be readily deployed on GPU without requiring any support for
specialized hardware. L3 can significantly reduce the end-to-end training time by
providing higher throughput, higher accuracy, or both, compared to the existing
lossless and lossy image formats at equivalent test set accuracy.
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